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Abstract: PURPOSE: The purposes of this study were to demonstrate the feasibility and accuracy
of single-source dual-energy (DE) computed tomography (CT) with sequential data acquisition and a
coregistration motion correction algorithm for urinary stone characterization and to evaluate the value
of iterative reconstructions (IRs) in DE imaging. MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty-five urinary
stones were placed in cylindrical phantoms with diameters of 30 and 40 cm. The phantoms were scanned
on a 64-section CT machine with a single-source DE protocol consisting of 2 sequential acquisitions at
80 and 140 kilovolt (peak). The phantom was moved between the 80- and 140-kilovolt (peak) scans.
Images were reconstructed with weighted filtered back projection (FBP) and with IR, and data were
coregistered. Two independent and blinded readers assessed data sets for stone detection, overall image
quality, and visibility of stones. Image noise and Hounsfield unit values of the stones were measured,
and the DE index was calculated. In addition, the data sets were analyzed on color-coded images using
the standard postprocessing software for differentiating uric acid- (UA) from non-UA-containing stones.
RESULTS: The motion correction algorithm achieved a good coregistration of the 2 scans with different
energy levels. Both readers detected all stones on all data sets with both reconstruction types. The overall
image quality was rated significantly higher in IR images in the 40-cm phantom as compared with that
in FBP images (P < 0.05), whereas no significant difference was found for the 30-cm phantom. Visibility
of stones was rated significantly higher for both the 30- and 40-cm phantoms on IR as compared with
that on FBP images, an effect that was pronounced for UA stones (P < 0.05). Noise was significantly
reduced by up to 31% in the 40-cm phantom when using IR as compared with FBP (P < 0.001). The DE
index was similar in the FBP and IR data sets for the 30- (P = 0.116) and 40-cm phantoms (P = 0.544),
being significantly different between UA-containing stones, cystine, and struvite stones as well as stones
of other compositions (P < 0.001). The postprocessing software classified all stones correctly as UA- or
non-UA-containing stones on color-coded images. In the 40-cm phantom, false-positively colored voxels
were found in the FBP data sets, which were not seen when using IR instead. CONCLUSIONS: Our
study indicates that single-source dual-energy CT with sequential acquisitions at different energy levels
and a coregistration motion correction algorithm is feasible and accurate for characterizing urinary stone
composition on the basis of phantom evaluation. As compared with reconstructions with FBP, the use of
IR in dual-energy CT reduces noise, improves overall image quality and visibility of stones particularly
in large phantoms, and helps to avoid false classifications of urinary stones.
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Feasibility of Single-Source Dual-Energy Computed Tomography
for Urinary Stone Characterization and Value

of Iterative Reconstructions

Fabian Morsbach, MD,* Moritz C. Wurnig, MD, MSc,* Daniel Müller, PhD,Þ Bernhard Krauss, PhD,þ
Johannes Georg Korporaal, PhD,þ and Hatem Alkadhi, MD, MPH, EBCR*

Purpose: The purposes of this study were to demonstrate the feasibility and

accuracy of single-source dual-energy (DE) computed tomography (CT) with

sequential data acquisition and a coregistration motion correction algorithm

for urinary stone characterization and to evaluate the value of iterative re-

constructions (IRs) in DE imaging.

Materials and Methods: Thirty-five urinary stones were placed in cylindri-

cal phantoms with diameters of 30 and 40 cm. The phantoms were scanned

on a 64-section CT machine with a single-source DE protocol consisting of

2 sequential acquisitions at 80 and 140 kilovolt (peak). The phantom was

moved between the 80Y and 140Ykilovolt (peak) scans. Images were recon-

structed with weighted filtered back projection (FBP) and with IR, and data

were coregistered. Two independent and blinded readers assessed data sets for

stone detection, overall image quality, and visibility of stones. Image noise and

Hounsfield unit values of the stones were measured, and the DE index was

calculated. In addition, the data sets were analyzed on color-coded images

using the standard postprocessing software for differentiating uric acid- (UA)

from nonYUA-containing stones.

Results: The motion correction algorithm achieved a good coregistration of

the 2 scans with different energy levels. Both readers detected all stones on all

data sets with both reconstruction types. The overall image quality was rated

significantly higher in IR images in the 40-cm phantom as compared with that

in FBP images (P G 0.05), whereas no significant difference was found for the

30-cm phantom. Visibility of stones was rated significantly higher for both the

30- and 40-cm phantoms on IR as compared with that on FBP images, an

effect that was pronounced for UA stones (P G 0.05). Noise was significantly

reduced by up to 31% in the 40-cm phantom when using IR as compared with

FBP (P G 0.001). The DE index was similar in the FBP and IR data sets for the

30- (P = 0.116) and 40-cm phantoms (P = 0.544), being significantly different

between UA-containing stones, cystine, and struvite stones as well as stones of

other compositions (P G 0.001). The postprocessing software classified all

stones correctly as UA- or nonYUA-containing stones on color-coded images.

In the 40-cm phantom, false-positively colored voxels were found in the FBP

data sets, which were not seen when using IR instead.

Conclusions: Our study indicates that single-source dual-energy CT with

sequential acquisitions at different energy levels and a coregistration motion

correction algorithm is feasible and accurate for characterizing urinary stone

composition on the basis of phantom evaluation. As compared with re-

constructions with FBP, the use of IR in dual-energy CT reduces noise, im-

proves overall image quality and visibility of stones particularly in large

phantoms, and helps to avoid false classifications of urinary stones.

Key Words: urinary stones, dual-energy, computed tomography, motion

correction

(Invest Radiol 2014;49: 125Y130)

Computed tomography (CT) represents the imaging modality of
choice for the detection of urinary stones.1,2 Further characteri-

zation of stones based on their attenuation values, however, has
repetitively shown to be possible with only limited accuracy.3Y5

The recent introduction of dual-energy CT has resulted in im-
provements for stone characterization, particularly in the differ-
entiation of uric acid (UA)- and non-UAYcontaining stones.6Y10

Until recently, 2 techniques have been commercially available for
dual-energy CT imaging, that is, the dual-source principle with
the simultaneous acquisition of data sets at 2 different energy
levels6Y10 and the rapid kilovoltage switching technique, which is
used by specific single-source CT scanners.11,12 The drawback of
both of these techniques, however, is the requirement for dedi-
cated CT machines that are capfable of dual-energy imaging. With
a conventional single-source CT scanner, dual-energy CT is usu-
ally not feasible with adequate quality and performance.

Weighted filtered back projection (FBP) has been the standard
reconstruction technique in CT imaging for decades. With increas-
ing computational power, iterative reconstruction (IR) has recently
become available with sufficient speed, allowing its integration into
daily clinical routine. Iterative reconstruction can be used for im-
proving image quality by reducing noise or for reducing radiation
dose while maintaining image quality.13Y16 Application of IR instead
of FBP reconstructions has shown value also in patients with obesity,
allowing for a radiation dose reduction of approximately 32% while
maintaining a diagnostic image quality.13

Given that previous dual-energy CT studies showed limited
accuracy regarding urinary stone detection in patients with abdomi-
nal obesity mainly because of the increase in noise,17Y19 which can
be explained by the stronger absorption of the 80Ykilovolt (peak)
(kV[p]) spectrum in these patients, a reduction in noise such as that
observed with IR would be desirable for dual-energy CT applica-
tions as well.

Thus, the purpose of this ex vivo study was 2-fold: first, to
evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of single-source dual-energy CT
(DECT) with sequential data acquisition and using a coregistration
motion correction algorithm for urinary stone characterization, with
x-ray diffraction as the standard of reference; and second, to evaluate
the value of IR in DECT imaging about stone visualization and image
quality in phantoms of different sizes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phantom
Thirty-five urinary stones were collected through straining,

endoscopic retrieval, or surgical intervention during clinical routine.
The stones were characterized with the x-ray diffraction method, and
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the stone size was measured with a precision caliper. A maximum
of 5 stones were inserted in a kidney-equivalent density substance
by wrapping the stones in flattened meat. Then, the phantoms
were placed in custom-made cylindrical water-equivalent phantoms
(Quality Assurance in Radiology andMedicine,Moehrendorf, Germany)
representing a normal-sized (diameter, 30 cm) patient and a patient
with obesity (diameter, 40 cm) (Fig. 1).

Computed Tomographic Data Acquisition
and Reconstruction

The phantoms were scanned on a 64-section CT machine
(SOMATOM Definition AS 64; Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector,
Forchheim, Germany) with a single-source scan protocol (software
version VA44). The ratio between the quality reference milliampere
second at low and high kilovolt (peak) is fixed at 4.25, which results
in similar image noise for both voltage levels. The 2 phantoms were
scanned once with each inlay with the following scan parameters: tube
voltage pair, 80/140 kV(p); tube current-time product, 133/32 effective
mAs (30 cm) and 461/85 effective mAs (40 cm) with attenuation-based
tube current modulation (CAREDose4D; Siemens); pitch, 0.6; gan-
try rotation time, 0.5 seconds; slice collimation, 64 � 0.6 mm. These
protocol parameters were associated with volume CT dose index values
of 6.6 mGy for the 30-cm phantom and 19.7 mGy for the 40-cm
phantom. One additional scan was performed in the 30-cm phantom
with movement (along the z axis) of the renal phantom between the
80- and the 140-kV(p) acquisition for simulating patient movement
with the same scan parameters mentioned previously. The movement
was performed with a maximum amplitude of 2 cm in each direction.

Data were reconstructed with the default reconstruction algo-
rithm (FBP) using a medium soft-tissue convolution kernel for dual-
energy (D30f ) and with sinogram-affirmed IR (SAFIRE; Siemens
Healthcare, Forchheim, Germany) with a dual-energy IR kernel (Q30f )
using a strength level of 3 (as recommended by the manufacturer).
Images were reconstructed with a section thickness of 1.5 mm
and 1.0-mm increment. Mixed images (weighting factor, 0.3) from
the 80- and 140-kV(p) acquisition and further results were calculated
after applying the motion correction algorithm for coregistration. This
algorithm handles object deformation between both image sets and
different absolute CT values as encountered in dual-energy CT.20

X-ray Diffraction

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the chemical compo-
sition of the stones before CT scanning was performed. A sample of
each urinary stone was crushed and analyzed by x-ray diffraction
using a diffractometer (CubixPro; PANalytical, Almelo, the Netherlands)
with Ni-filtered CuK radiation. The identification of the crystalline
components was performed using the international center for diffrac-
tion data database and the semiquantitative composition determined
using the relative intensity of the different bands.

Qualitative Image Evaluation

Qualitative image evaluation was performed on a high-definition
liquid crystal display monitor (BARCO-Medical Imaging Systems,
Kortrijk, Belgium) using the picture archiving and communication
system (IMPAX, version 6.4.0.4551; Agfa-Gevaert, Mortsel, Belgium)
of our hospital. Two readers (R1 and R2, both with 3 years of ex-
perience in abdominal imaging), blinded to the stone number, location,
and composition, scrolled through the mixed images of the FBP and
IR data sets with the 30- and 40-cm phantoms. Window settings were
fixed (center, 300; width 40). When a stone was detected, the slice
number was noted to allow the readers for correctly identifying stones
on other data sets.

The readers graded the overall image quality of the entire
data set on a 4-point Likert scale21: score 4, very acceptable; score 3,
acceptable; score 2, marginally to fairly acceptable; and score 1, not
acceptable. In addition, the visibility of each stone was rated as
follows21: score 4, clearly delineated; score 3, moderately visual-
ized; score 2, marginally to fairly delineated; and score 1, not able
to be depicted acceptably.

Quantitative Image Evaluation

Image noise was measured as the standard deviation of a
5-cm2

Ysized circular region of interest placed in the water part of
the phantom body by R1.

In addition, R1 manually drew a freehand region of interest in
the stones encompassing at least 80% of the stone using the 80- and
140-kV(p) data sets. Stone composition was also determined on the
color-coded images on a workstation (MultiModality Workplace,
version VE52A; Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector) equipped with a
commercially available postprocessing software (syngo Dual Energy;
Siemens AG, Healthcare Sector). This software includes a motion
correction algorithm20 and an algorithm that calculates the charac-
teristic ratio (ratio = [CT value_voxel,low j CT value_kidney,low]/
[CT value_voxel,highj CT value_kidney,high]) and color-codes the
stones. The stones were classified as UA-containing stones when the
ratio was lower than 1.15 and the stones were colored red. The stones
were classified as nonYUA-containing when the ratio was higher than
1.15 and the stones were colored blue.

Statistical Analysis

Data analysis was performed using a commercially available
software (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences Statistics ver-
sion 20, release 20.0.0; IBM, Chicago, IL). Variables are expressed
as mean (SD).

The interreader agreement regarding the qualitative evalua-
tion was analyzed by using the Cohen J. According to Landis and
Koch,22 J values of 0.61 to 0.80 were interpreted as substantial
agreement; 0.81 to 1.00, as high agreement.

The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the data
sets reconstructed with FBP and IR.

The Student t test for paired samples was used to compare
noise between the data sets reconstructed with FBP and IR.

FIGURE 1. Photograph of the water-equivalent cylindrical
phantom (diameter, 40 cm)with the aperture for changing the
kidney phantoms.
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The dual-energy index (DEI) was calculated for each stone
with the previously described formula: DEI = (HU80kV(p)j HU140kV(p))/
(HU80kV(p) + HU140kV(p) + 2000 HU).8

The Hounsfield unit (HU) ratio was calculated for each stone
using the formula given previously. The advantage of this formula is
that partial volume effects are suppressed by assuming only 1 other
material in the neighborhood of the stone.

The analysis of variance was used to compare the DEI between
UA stones, cystine, and struvite stones as well as stones containing
calcium (eg, whewellite).

The Friedman test was used to test for differences in stone
size measurements between the data sets and the criterion standard
method.

A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Stone Characterization
On the basis of the results from x-ray diffraction, the stones

typeswere as follows: 29 pure composition stones (10UA stones, 8 cystine
stones, 4 apatite stones, 3 whewellite stones, 2 struvite stones, 2
brushite stones) and 6 stones with mixed composition (4 containing
970% UA stones; 2 non-UA stones).

The long-axis diameter measured with the precision caliper
ranged between 2.9 and 13.8 mm with a mean value of 6.4 mm.

Qualitative Evaluation
Both readers detected all stones on all data sets, resulting in 140

observations per reader. Interreader agreement was high concerning
the overall image quality (J = 0.875, P G 0.001) and visibility of
the stones (J = 0.810, P G 0.001).

The readers found a similar overall image quality for the
30-cm phantom when comparing FBP with the IR data sets (R1:
3.8 vs 4, P = 0.317; R2: 4 vs 4, P = 1). In the 40-cm phantom, the
overall image quality was rated higher by both readers in the IR data
sets (R1: 3.0 vs 4.0, P = 0.025; R2: 3.2 vs 4.0, P = 0.046).

The visibility of stones was rated significantly higher for
both the 30-cm phantom (FBP vs IR; R1: 3.7 vs 3.9, P = 0.005; R2:
3.7 vs 3.9, P = 0.008) and the 40-cm phantom (FBP vs IR; R1: 3.5 vs
3.9, P G 0.001; R2: 3.5 vs 3.8, P = 0.002) with IR as compared
with FBP. This improvement was further pronounced when ana-
lyzing only the visibility of UA-containing stones (30-cm phantom:
FBP vs IR; R1: 3.4 vs 3.9, P = 0.008; R2: 3.4 vs 3.8, P = 0.014;

40-cm phantom: FBP vs IR; R1: 3.2 vs 3.9, P = 0.003; R2: 3.2 vs
3.7, P = 0.008) (Fig. 2).

Quantitative Evaluation
Noise was significantly reduced by 28% in the 30-cm phantom

(28.1 HU vs 20.4 HU, P = 0.003) and by 31% in the 40-cm phantom
(46.1 HU vs 31.6 HU, P G 0.001) in the IR as compared with the FBP
data sets. There were no significant differences (P 9 0.05) in stone
sizes between the various data sets and the criterion standard mea-
surements (Table 1).

There were no significant differences between DEI in the FBP
and IR data sets for the 30-cm phantom (0.052 vs 0.055, P = 0.116)
and for the 40-cm phantom (0.048 vs 0.047, P = 0.544). Dual-energy
index was significantly (P G 0.001) different between UA-containing
stones, cystine and struvite stones, as well as stones of other com-
positions (Table 2; Fig. 3). This was true for all data sets.

An HU ratio of 1.15 for the 80- and 140-kV(p) scans could
discriminate accurately between UA- and non-UAYcontaining stones
(Fig. 4).

Software-Based Stone Discrimination
All stones on all data sets, including the scans with motion

in between scans, were classified correctly as UA- or nonYUA-
containing urinary stones. In the 40-cm phantom, falsely colored
voxels appeared in the FBP data sets where no stones were placed in
the renal phantom. The reason is that image noise randomly exceeds

FIGURE 2. Transverse images of the 40-cm abdominal phantom depicting 2 UA-containing stones (at a window of 300 [width] and
40 [level]). The smaller UA-containing stone (black arrow) was rated as having a higher visibility on the IR (B) as compared with
the FBP reconstructed images (A).

TABLE 1. Urinary Stone Sizes Measured With a Precision Caliper
and on the Various Data Sets

UA

Stones

Cystine/Struvite

Stones

Calcified

Stones

True stone size, mm 5.1 (1.6) 6.5 (2.4) 8.0 (2.8)

30-cm phantom - FBP, mm 5.0 (1.4) 6.7 (2.7) 7.8 (3.0)

30-cm phantom - IR, mm 5.0 (1.4) 6.7 (2.8) 7.8 (3.1)

40-cm phantom - FBP, mm 4.9 (1.3) 6.7 (2.8) 7.8 (3.2)

40-cm phantom - IR, mm 4.8 (1.4) 6.4 (2.7) 7.7 (3.3)

All values are expressed as mean (SD).

FBP indicates filtered back projection; IR, iterative reconstruction.
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the color-coding threshold of 200 HU for such a large object. These
falsely colored voxels disappeared when using IR as the reconstruc-
tion technique (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION
This ex vivo study is the first, to the best of our knowledge, to

test a single-source dual-energy protocol that applies sequential data
acquisition of the 2 energy levels and a coregistration motion cor-
rection algorithm for urinary stone characterization. Our results in-
dicate that such a single-source dual-energy CT protocol is feasible
and allows for an accurate characterization and differentiation of
different urinary stone types using a conventional single-source CT
scanner. In addition, we introduced IR for dual-energy CT imaging,
demonstrating its value in improving image quality, visualization,
and classification of urinary stones, an effect that was found pri-
marily in the phantom simulating patients with obesity.

Attempts for differentiating urinary stone types with dual-
energy imaging using 2 consecutive scans at 2 different energy
levels with single-source CT have been undertaken more than a de-
cade ago.23,24 For example, Boulay et al25 and Mostafavi et al26

showed promising initial results in their in vitro studies using

phantoms with urinary stones. However, an in vivo study by Grosjean
et al27 showed that when slight motion was applied to renal stones
during image acquisition, the HU values become significantly dif-
ferent from those obtained without motion, rendering an accurate
differentiation of urinary stones impossible. This problem of mis-
registration was overcome in 2006 by the introduction of dual-source
CT enabling simultaneous acquisition of images at 2 x-ray spectra.28

In the meantime, several ex vivo and in vivo studies demonstrated
good performance characteristics of the dual-source dual-energy
CT approach for differentiating various stone types.6Y10

More recently, the rapid kilovolt (peak)Yswitching approach
has become feasible for dual-energy CT, in which the genera-
tor switches between 80- and 140-kV(p) energy levels in less than
0.5 milliseconds. Using this approach, Kulkarni et al11 showed that
rapid kilovolt (peak) switching can help in the differentiation between
different stone types both in vitro and in vivo.

Importantly, both of these approaches require a dedicated scan-
ner hardware specifically designed for dual-energy CT data acquisi-
tion. Our results add to the current dual-energy CT literature by
introducing a scan protocol on a conventional single-source CT ma-
chine with consecutive, sequential CT data acquisition at the 2 energy

TABLE 2. Dual-Energy Indices Between the Various Stone Types and Phantoms

DEI UA Stones DEI Cystine/Struvite Stones DEI Calcified Stones P

30-cm phantom - FBP 0.005 (0.012) 0.061 (0.012) 0.105 (0.017) G0.001

30-cm phantom - IR 0.005 (0.011) 0.063 (0.013) 0.111 (0.022) G0.001

40-cm phantom - FBP 0.002 (0.015) 0.059 (0.017) 0.095 (0.023) G0.001

40-cm phantom - IR 0 (0.014) 0.060 (0.019) 0.097 (0.019) G0.001

All values are expressed as mean (SD).

DEI indicates dual-energy index; FBP, filtered back projection; IR, iterative reconstruction; UA, uric acid.

FIGURE 3. Bar graphs demonstrating the dual-energy ratios (whiskers representing 95% confidence intervals of calcified stones
[Ca] and UA-containing stones, as well as those of cystine and struvite stones). Note the similar discriminative capability of
the images reconstructed with FBP and with IR for the various stone types.
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levels, along with the coregistration for correcting potential motion
artifacts between scans. Using this approach, we were able to differ-
entiate urinary stones with similar accuracy as compared with that of
previously published studies,6Y11 despite movement of the phantom
to mimic patient motion between scans.

Iterative reconstruction algorithms have been proven useful
in clinical routine because they increase image quality and have the
potential for dose reduction.13Y16 In line with the literature, we found
that IR results in improved image quality particularly in our phantom
simulating patients with obesity (with 40-cm diameter). In addition,
the overall stone visualization was improved with IR, especially for
UA-containing stones in the large phantom. Image noise was reduced
by up to 31% as compared with FBP reconstruction images, which is
in concordance with previously published noise reduction levels
achieved with IR.13Y16

Some of the previous dual-energy CT studies revealed short-
comings regarding image quality and accuracy in patients with ab-
dominal obesity.17Y19 The explanation of this is thought to be the
higher level of image noise particularly at the low tube voltage level.
Our study indicates that the use of IR can improve the image qual-
ity by reducing noise, a beneficial effect that we observed particu-
larly in the large phantom. Moreover, the use of IR did not affect
the accuracy of HU value measurements and, hence, that of stone
characterization. Constancy of attenuation values when using IR has
been previously described also by Kalra et al,29 who showed similar
HU values compared with FBP reconstruction data sets. In our study,
IR also helped to avoid erroneous classification of image mottle as
small urinary stones (Fig. 5).

It is important to note that the sequential acquisition used
herein did not result in a doubling of radiation dose as compared
with a single data acquisition. Our volume CT dose index values
were in the range of 6.6 to 19.7 mGy, which are similar to those
previously reported using the dual-source (11.9Y22.6 mGy6,8,17) and
the rapid kilovolt (peak)Yswitching approach (19.11Y29.2 mGy11,12).
Thus, dual-energy CT appears feasible with sequential data acquisi-
tion using a single-source CT scanner without a dose penalty as
compared with previous techniques.

Some study limitations need to be addressed. First, the inher-
ent shortcomings of an ex vivo study must be acknowledged and
validation of our results in a prospective patient series is needed.
Second, we used a limited number of mixed stones consisting of
stones with a predominant stone composition. Third, the distribution
of stones in our ex vivo experiments might not represent the nor-
mal prevalence of urinary stones in patients.30 Fourth, we did not
move our phantom continuously, which might have resulted in an
overestimation of the quality of the coregistration algorithm used.
Fourth, we did not test the maximum amplitude of movement, which
would allow a flawless stone characterization. Fifth, we analyzed
movement only in the normal-weight phantom. Finally, we did not
investigate the potential of IR for dose reduction but only showed that
the technique can be used for improving image quality of dual-energy
data at the same radiation dose level.

In conclusion, DECT is feasible also with a conventional
single-source CT machine when equipped with software allowing for
sequential data acquisition at the 2 energy levels and a coregistra-
tion motion correction algorithm. It then allows for an accurate dif-
ferentiation of urinary stones of various compositions. Iterative
reconstruction can be used in DECT without a loss in image

FIGURE 4. Scatterplot depicting attenuation values
(inHounsfield units) of individual stonesmeasured on the 80- and
140-kV(p) data sets for both phantom sizes. Diagonal line
differentiates between UA- (red) and nonYUA-containing
(blue) stones.

FIGURE 5. Transverse images of the 40-cm abdominal phantom depicting a struvite stone. A, Note 2 falsely colored voxels on the
FBP images (weighted image, large; arrows on the color-coded image, insert), which were no longer present when using IRs (B).
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information, resulting in a further improvement in image quality and
visibility of urinary stones, particularly in large body diameters.
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